Section One
Master Logo

The IPA master logo is a bespoke, single colour,

When To Use Our Royal Chartered Strapline

three letter logotype. Our initials stand for Institute of

This master logo with strapline should be used on all

Practitioners in Advertising.

corporate stationery and communications, advertising,

In 2016 the IPA was awarded Royal Chartered status.

literature covers, powerpoint slides, event collateral

We have designed a new master logo with this strapline

and environmental.

to communicate this achievement.

Do not use this logo on signage or when space restrictions

Always use the master logo artworks supplied, and

do not allow room for the strapline or applications where

never try to recreate our logos.

use of the strapline involves too much repetition, such as
inside spreads of literature.

1. IPA Logotype

2. IPA Logotype with Royal Chatered Strapline

This version is for use on white or light coloured backgrounds.

This version is for use on white or light coloured backgrounds.
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There are eight logos in the IPA master logo set. Four

Section One
Master Logo Set

have been optimised for use on white or light coloured
backgrounds, and four have been designed for use on
dark coloured or black backgrounds.
Always use the master logo artwork supplied and never
try to recreate our logos.

1. IPA Logotype

2. IPA Logotype with Royal Chartered strapline

5. IPA Logotype

6. IPA Logotype with Royal Chartered strapline

This version is for use on white or light coloured backgrounds.

This version is for use on white or light coloured backgrounds.

This version is for use on dark coloured or black backgrounds.

This version is for use on dark coloured or black backgrounds.

3. IPA Logotype with Green Royal Chartered strapline

4. IPA Logotype with Gold Royal Chartered strapline

7. IPA Logotype with Green Royal Chartered strapline

8. IPA Logotype with Gold Royal Chartered strapline

This version is for use on white or light coloured backgrounds.

This version is for use on white or light coloured backgrounds.

This version is for use on dark coloured or black backgrounds.

This version is for use on dark coloured or black backgrounds.
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Section One
Logo Construction

Our new strapline reflects our organisation’s sucess,

The IPA has historically used a range of different straplines,

professionalism and longevity. This strapline has a defined

from spelling out our full title to having a line describing our

lock-up with our IPA logotype.

organisations activities.

The strapline is based on Raleway Regular but the letters

In certain, very specific applications these lines may still

have been individually spaced, so the artwork supplied

be used. However, they must follow the same construction

must be used.

guides. The strapline can be displayed over 2 or 3 lines,
always ranged left and stepping up or back. Use of

The defined lock-up with our logotype is as follows; the

these logo straplines, or any new lines required, must

start of the strapline is ranged left from the right edge of

be approved by our IPA Communications team (contact

the P in the IPA logotype. The spacing of the strapline is

details on page 82).

based on it’s cap-height.

6x
4/5 x

3/5 x
x

2. IPA Logotype with Full Title Strapline
This strapline uses a 3 line lock-up which steps up across the 3 lines, with the longest line last. The IPA logotype and strapline scale and positioning is
based on a multiple of the cap-height of the strapline (defined as x). The first line of the strapline is positioned 4/5ths of x below the baseline of the IPA
logotype. There is 3/5ths of x space between each line of the strapline.

6x

4/5 x

3/5 x
x

6x
4/5 x

3/5 x
x

1. IPA Logotype with Royal Chatered Strapline Construction

3. IPA Logotype with Vision and Mission Strapline

The IPA logotype and strapline scale and positioning is based on a multiple of the cap-height of the strapline (defined as x). The first line of the strapline is
positioned 4/5ths of x below the baseline of the IPA logotype. There is 3/5ths of x space between each line of the strapline.

This strapline uses a 3 line lock-up which steps up across the 3 lines, with the longest line last. The IPA logotype and strapline scale and positioning
is based on a multiple of the cap-height of the strapline (defined as x). The first line of the strapline is positioned 4/5ths of x below the baseline of
the IPA logotype. There is 3/5ths of x space between each line of the strapline.
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For maximum impact, our logos should always be

Section One
Logo Clearspace

prominent and legible. The clear space gives the
logo enough room to make this impact, and not be

Section One
Logo Positioning

When using the IPA logotype there are 3 main
positioning options; top left, bottom right or top right.
When using the IPA logotype with strapline there are

compromised by other design elements.

also 3 main positioning options; top left, bottom left or

The height of the lobe of the P in the IPA logotype is used

bottom right.

to define the clear space zone. No text, imagery or graphic

Always adhere to our logo clear space zone and

element should enter this space. This clear space zone has

place the logo within the outside margins of the grid.

been created to define the minimum amount of space that

The clearspace zone is demonstrated below with a

should be left around the logo. Wherever possible, leave

green line.

more clear space than demonstrated below.

Lobe of P

Cap-height
of P

1. IPA Logotype Clearspace

1. IPA Logo Positioned Top Left

2. IPA Logo Positioned Bottom Right

3. IPA Logo Positioned Top Right

The clearspace zone around the top, left and right is based on the lobe of the P in the IPA logotype (demonstrated above). The clearspace
beneath the logotype is defined by the cap-height of the P below the logotype baseline.

Position the left edge of the logotype I on the
left margin of the grid. The top of the logotype
I and P should be positioned on the top margin
of the grid.

Position the right edge of the logotype A on the
right margin of the grid. The bottom of the swish
should be positioned on the bottom margin of
the grid.

Position the right edge of the logotype A on the
right margin of the grid. The top of the logotype
I and P should be positioned on the top margin
of the grid.

4. IPA Logo with Royal Chartered
Strapline Positioned Top Left

5. IPA Logo with Royal Chartered
Strapline Positioned Bottom Left

6. IPA Logo with Royal Chartered
Strapline Positioned Bottom Right

Position the left edge of the logotype I on the
left margin of the grid. The top of the logotype
I and P should be positioned on the top margin
of the grid.

Position the left edge of the logotype I on the
left margin of the grid. The baseline of the last
line of the strapline should be positioned on the
bottom margin of the grid.

Position the right edge of the strapline on the
right margin of the grid. The baseline of the last
line of the strapline should be positioned on the
bottom margin of the grid.

Lobe of P

2. IPA Logotype with Royal Chartered Strapline Clearspace
The clearspace zone around all sides is based on the lobe of the P in the IPA logotype (demonstrated above). The clearspace beneath the
strapline is defined by the lobe of the P below the strapline baseline.
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Our logos must feature prominently on all communications

Section One
Logo Sizing

without dominating the design. The table on the below
gives the recommended size for our logos in a range of

Our logo must always be used consistently and correctly to

Section One
Logo Mis-use

provide maximum impact.
Below are nine illustrations of incorrect ways to apply our

different applications.

logo and strapline.

Minimum Size for Print and Digital Applications

To minimise incorrect logo use, always use the master logo

The minimum size of IPA logo is 00mm wide (or 00px

artworks supplied, and never try to recreate our logos.

for digital use). The minimum size of IPA logo with
Royal Chartered strapline is 00mm wide (or 00px for
digital use).

Width Measurement

Width Measurement

1. IPA Logo Measuring Points

2. IPA Logo with Royal Chartered Strapline Measuring Points

All versions of our IPA master logos are measured from
the left edge of the swish to the right edge of the A.

All versions of our IPA Logos with Royal Chatered strapline are measured
from the left edge of the swish to the right edge of the strapline.

Usage Medium

Master Logo (width)

Usage Medium

Master Logo (width)

Business Cards

00mm

Business Cards

00mm

A5 Flyer

00mm

A5 Flyer

00mm

Powerpoint

00mm

Powerpoint

00mm

A4 Flyer / Letterhead

00mm

A4 Flyer / Letterhead

00mm

A3 Poster

00mm

A3 Poster

00mm

A2 Poster

00mm

A2 Poster

00mm

A1 Poster

000mm

A1 Poster

000mm

A0 Poster

000mm

A0 Poster

000mm

Web/Online
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000px

Web/Online

000px
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1. Use of Gradations

2. Unproportionally Scaling

3. Rotation

Never use a gradated fill on our IPA logo
or strapline.

Never stretch or distort our logo in any way.

Our logo should always be horizontal. Never
rotate our logo or strapline.

4. Colourisation

5. Outlines

6. Drop Shadows

Do not create new coloured versions of our logo
or strapline. Only use the master logos provided.

Do not put a stroke or outline on our logo
or strapline.

Do not apply a drop shadow to our logo or
strapline. Instead use an alternative logo version
from our master logo set.

7. Unapproved Straplines

8. Strapline Scale

9. Strapline Position

Do not create your own straplines for our logo.
Any new straplines need to be approved by our
Comms Team.

Do not enlarge or shrink the strapline. Our
strapline must always remain in proportion to
the IPA logotype.

Do not alter the position of the IPA strapline.

President’s
Reception

www.ipa.co.uk
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